BEEF SHORT RIBS
The Ingredients
3.5 lb Beef short ribs
2 tsp Sea salt
1 tsp White pepper
1 tbsp Olive oil
1c Beef (or Chicken) broth
¼ c Coconut aminos
6 cloves Garlic (minced)
2 Bay leaves
2 tbsp Collagen or Gelatin powder
(optional)
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BEEF SHORT RIBS
The Directions (Instant Pot)
Use salt and pepper to generously season the
short ribs on both sides.
Set the Instant Pot to Saute on High (or "More").
Add oil and let it heat up until hot.
Once oil is hot, add the short ribs in a single layer.
Sear for about 5 minutes per side, until browned.
You will need to do this in two batches, so that
they are not too crowded. Set all the short ribs
aside outside the pan as you get through them.
Add the minced garlic to the empty Instant Pot,
and saute for about 1 minute, until fragrant.
Add the broth and coconut aminos to the Instant
Pot. Use a wooden spoon to release any browned
bits of garlic from the bottom of the pan (deglaze
it). Shut off the saute function.
Place the short ribs back into the Instant Pot,
crowding them together in a single layer. Push
the bay leaves into the broth. Close the lid and
set the pin to Seal. Cook on High pressure for 40
minutes. Use Natural Release for 10 minutes,
then Quick Release if there is any pressure left.
Remove bones and you can shred the short ribs
or leave them whole. Recommend serving over
mashed potatoes, egg noodles, rice, or kasha.
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BEEF SHORT RIBS
The Directions (Slow Cooker)
Use salt and pepper to generously season the
short ribs on both sides.
In a saute pan, add oil and let it heat up to high
heat.
Once oil is hot, add the short ribs in a single layer.
Sear for about 5 minutes per side, until browned.
You will need to do this in two batches, so that
they are not too crowded. Set all the short ribs
aside outside the pan as you get through them.
Add the minced garlic to the pan, and saute for
about 1 minute, until fragrant.
Add the broth and coconut aminos to the pan.
Use a wooden spoon to release any browned bits
of garlic from the bottom of the pan (deglaze it).
Turn off the heat.
Place the short ribs back into your slow cooker,
crowding them together in a single layer. Pour
sauce over them (making sure to scrape off all
tasty brown bits into the slow cooker). Push the
bay leaves into the broth. Place the lid on the
slow cooker and set to low heat. Cook for 6-8
hours.
Remove bones and you can shred the short ribs
or leave them whole. Recommend serving over
mashed potatoes, egg noodles, rice, or kasha.
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